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Swine is highly prolific, very hardy, gestation length of 115days and can utilize wide 

feed base. Swine can also be put into various stages of production with value addition 

to generate several products. It is one of the fast growing animal protein source that 

can move the country out of its low nutritional level. However, Swine production in 

Nigeria is not as organized as poultry and this has resulted in different ways in which 

this group of animal is managed.  

Swine can utilize farm residues, agro-industrial wastes, conventional feeds and 

household wastes if all these are combined in the appropriate proportion. These farm 

wastes are mostly fibrous. The use of different enzymes has been well established in 

poultry; however, type of enzyme usage i. e liquid or solid enzyme and its 

effectiveness has not been well documented in swine production. Recommendation and 

utilisation of either of these enzymes to farmers for maximum productivity is of great 

interest. Pigs are also characterized with fat deposition, however, the type of fat 

deposited are functions of feed given. The composition and amount of fat deposited as 

a result of feed provided is also being investigated 

The behaviours of pigs are affected by environmental and physiological changes. 

Understanding swine behaviour in their different environments as well as their 

response to physiological changes will also guide the farmers on how the animal can 

be raised for maximum productivity. Vice habit such as pen destruction, bullying, tail 

biting are part of the behavioural responses which increases the cost of pig production, 

however diverting the attention of these animals from pen mates to play items such as 

ropes, woods, balls will prevent the exhibition of theses vice-habits. These behaviours 

are studied in an undisturbed environment through the installation of close circuit 

cameras (CCTV) 

Nigeria is located in the tropic which is characterized by high temperature and low 

humidity, which results in the animal facing heat stress, thus affecting production. 

Implication of different management procedures such as once or twice feeding regime 

(feed manipulation), duration in the use of shower and wallow system (heat stress 

strategies), pen colouration and photoperiodism (housing environment strategies) for 

maximum pig production are my focus in this area. 

Pigs are generally weaned at 8 weeks, this long period of weaning results into the delay 

of return to oestrus and emaciation in sows thus reducing the number of times sows can 

farrow in a year. However, piglets suffer feed rejection and behavioural changes as a 

result of the sudden separation from the sows which eventually affects growth rate and 

puberty attainment. My focus in this area is the intermittent suckling and early weaning 

of piglets to prevent post weaning shock 

 


